
Get your 30-day free trial.

SNF analytics, simplified.

Quality: Forecast your quality star rating and test scenarios 
with SimpleLTC’s QM “what if” calculator. Easily spot 
opportunities with colorful alerts to help you increase star 
ratings and improve quality of care.

Survey: Quickly identify high-risk residents using 100 risk 
indicators from each MDS assessment. Leverage clinical risk 
metrics for care planning, QAPI meetings, and staffing 
decisions.

Staffing: No more stress about submitting a blind file or 
missing a deadline! Scrub PBJ files and submit directly to 
CMS. Predict Five-Star staffing ratings and forecast the 
impact of increasing a star.

Your complete Five-Star solution. Optimize reimbursement & 
outcomes, simply.

To start your free trial or schedule a product demo, email 
us at sales@simpleltc.com.

With SimpleLTC analytics, you can optimize clinical and financial 
outcomes for Five-Star, PDPM, readmissions, and more. Simplify 
MDS and PBJ workflow with pre-transmission scrubbing, direct 
submission, and post-validation analytics, all in one place. 

More than 4,000 skilled nursing organizations trust SimpleLTC 
software to optimize reimbursement and clinical outcomes. With 
easy-to-use scrubbing and analytics from SimpleLTC, your team 
will be more efficient and able to focus on the results that matter 
most.



Powerful, predictive analytics.
Optimize reimbursement.
PDPM

Easily view and understand your PDPM data and its 
financial impact. 
Optimize your ICD-10 coding using the SimpleLTC 
Diagnosis Explorer.
Run 5-day assessments through the PDPM Grouper to 
test reimbursement scenarios. 

QRP
See which facilities, residents and assessments are at risk 
of failing QRP requirements. 
Identify exact reasons for failing assessments, along with 
deadlines for correction. 
Take action to improve the QRP outcomes for at-risk 
facilities and residents.

State quality incentive programs
Maximize state quality incentive payment performance 
for all your facilities. 
See state-specific metrics and spot opportunities for rapid 
improvement.
Available for California, Florida, Ohio, and Texas.

Improve clinical outcomes.
Rehospitalization

Gain insight into each resident’s risk of rehospitalization.
Improve quality of care and positively impact your VBP 
performance.
Leverage SimpleLTC’s machine learning capabilities to 
predict overall risk.

GG function scores
Plan for successful discharge by identifying expected 
discharge scores.
Monitor scores for each PPS stay as soon as the 5-Day 
is submitted. 
Identify gaps in Section GG coding practices or care 
planning that may impact QRP.

Frailty
Identify the morbidity risks of residents across all your 
facilities.
Leverage BIMS scores, mood assessments, functional 
status, and incidents of specific diseases.
Compare average scores, 90th percentile and bench-
marks against all SimpleLTC facilities.

Simplify PBJ reporting.
Assemble PBJ reports

Import and convert all your source staffing files for PBJ reporting.
Save your mapping for reuse next quarter. 
Easily add/update missing data & create an audit trail of changes.

Validate PBJ data
Verify PBJ accuracy before submitting to CMS. 
Use our proprietary Error Checker to evaluate your PBJ data.
Quickly resolve issues that might cause CMS to reject your file.

Predict Staffing Five-Star
See what CMS sees before you submit your PBJ report. 
Predict your Staffing Five-Star ratings 3-5 months early. 
Run “what if” scenarios to test staffing level changes. 
Benchmark your PBJ results against other facilities.

Submit PBJ reports
Create your PBJ XML file and submit to CMS with a single click. 
Get notifications of successful PBJ submission.
Maintain your PBJ historical archive for easy auditing.


